NINO Publications
The Editorial Board welcomes scholarly papers
on the history and archaeology of Anatolia and
adjacent regions, from prehistory to the Ottoman
era.
Submitted articles are subject to peer-review.

Language
Articles should be written in correct French,
German or English (please use either US or UK
spelling consistently), and should be preceded by
an abstract in correct English.
If you are not a native speaker, please have
your text corrected by a native speaker before
submission.

Elements of an article
• Title (and optional subtitle)
• Name(s) of the author(s); affiliation and
contact details in footnote
• Abstract in English, 200 to 300 words
• Article text (in French, German, US English,
or UK English), including optional figures
and/or small tables and graphs
• Bibliography or list of references
• Optional plates, appendices, large tables and
graphs

(Sub)headings
Paragraph headings should be indicated; max.
three levels may be used:
• Heading, level 1
(will appear formatted in Small Capitals);
• Subheading, level 2
(will appear formatted in bold);
• Subheading, level 3
(will appear formatted in italics).

Guidelines for
Anatolica articles
Reference style
References may appear either in numbered
footnotes or between brackets, e.g. (Grayson
1991: 000, Fig. 0). Endnotes are not to be used.
The first footnote, indicated by an * asterisk,
should provide the author’s affiliation and contact
details. To distinguish the affiliations of multiple
authors, use initials rather than full names.
Articles should include a bibliography or (a list
of ) references, listing in full all used publications.
Authors’ last names are set in small capitals.
Journal names are set in italics; all other elements
(incl. titles of monographs, series, etc.) are set
in roman text. Publications that have been
submitted, but have not yet appeared are listed
as “forthcoming” or “in press”. If an author has
more than one publication in a given year, the
publications are distinguished by letters: [Author],
[year]a; [Author], [year]b; etc. Page numbers are
mentioned in full, e.g. 204-216 (not: 204-16).
The first author is mentioned first by family name,
followed by initials. All subsequent authors are
mentioned by initials and family name.
Examples of references
Monograph: [Author], [year] — [Monograph
title]. [Series title + volume number (if
applicable)]. [Publisher], [Place of publication].
E.g.:
Grayson, A.K., 1991 — Assyrian Rulers of
the Early First Millennium BC: I (1114-859
BC). The Royal Inscriptions of Mesopotamia:
Assyrian Periods, Vol. 2. RIMA 2. University of
Toronto Press, Toronto.
Chapter in monograph, contribution in
proceedings volume, etc.: [Author], [year]
— [Chapter title]. In: [Editors], [Monograph
title], [page numbers]. [Publisher], [Place of
publication]. E.g.:
Roaf, M., 2012 — Towers with Plants or Spears
on Altars: Some Thoughts on an Urartian
Motif. In: S. Kroll, C. Gruber, U. Hellwag, M.
Roaf, P. Zimansky (eds.), Biainili-Urartu. The
Proceedings of the Symposium held in Munich
12-14 October 2007, 351-372. Peeters, Leuven.
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Article in journal: [Author], [year] — [Article
title]. [Journal title + issue number], [page
numbers]. E.g.:
Barnett, R., 1950 — The Excavations of the
British Museum at Toprakkale near Van. Iraq
XII/1, 1-43.
Unpublished
PhD
dissertation/thesis:
[Author], [year] — [Dissertation title]. PhD
dissertation, [University + place]. E.g.:
Ayaz, G., 2017 — Doğu Anadolu Bölgesi Erken
Demir Çağ Çanak Çömlek Kültür Bölgeleri:
Gelişimleri, Sınırları, Çanak Çömlek Grupları
ve İlişkileri Çerçevesinde Değerlendirilmesi.
PhD dissertation, Van Yüzüncü Yıl University,
Van.
Online publication: [Author], [year] —
[Article title]. [Journal title + issue number (if
applicable)]: [page numbers (if applicable)].
[Full URL, preferably as DOI] (accessed [date
accessed]). E.g.:
Breeze, D., 2018 — The Value of Studying
Roman Frontiers. Theoretical Roman Archaeology
Journal 1 (1). http://doi.org/10.16995/traj.212
(accessed December 2019).

Guidelines for
Anatolica articles
Submitting materials
Please submit the following items:
• Required: article text, including abstract and
bibliography – as one Word-document.
• Required: captions to all figures, plates, and
tables – as one Word-document.
• Required: article text as a pdf file – indispensable
for texts containing diacritics, transliterations,
Greek or other non-latin fonts, etc.
• Optional, but expected: figures – separate
image files in either jpg or tiff format, not pasted
into a Word document, minimum 300 dpi).
Figures will appear throughout the running
text including short captions. Graphs will be
also treated as figures.
• Optional: plates – separate image files,
not pasted into a Word document).
Plates, such as overviews of pottery shapes, will
appear at the end of the article and may have
longer descriptions.
• Optional: tables – as separate Word or Excel files.
Small tables will appear throughout the running
text. Larger tables are preferably included as an
appendix.
• Optional: one or more appendices containing
detailed overviews, such as catalogues of
archaeological sites or find categories.
These materials should be sent by email to
the Editor-in-Chief, Dr J.J. Roodenberg,
j.j.roodenberg@gmail.com, with a CC to
the Editorial Secretary, C.H. van Zoest,
c.h.van.zoest@hum.leidenuniv.nl.
If you are sending large files, please use www.
wetransfer.com or a similar online service; do not
use Dropbox or Google Drive.

Further information and
enquiries
Questions on eligibility of articles may be
addressed to the Editor-in-Chief, Dr J.J.
Roodenberg, j.j.roodenberg@gmail.com, with a
CC to the Editorial Secretary, C.H. van Zoest,
c.h.van.zoest@hum.leidenuniv.nl.
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